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IMPACT: DENSE MRI encodes high-resolution
cardiac tissue displacements into the phase of
the complex MR signal. In this work, we
present a computational deforming heart-like
phantom to evaluate cardiac strains computed
using a widely available, open-source DENSE
Image Analysis Tool. These simulations can
provide a priori estimates of required protocol
parameters to achieve a target strain sensitivity
in clinical studies.
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction:
• DENSE MRI is effective for
measuring regional cardiac strains
in the clinic1,2 and in preclinical
modeling studies evaluating
myocardial stiffness3 and
kinematics4.
• It remains unclear how image SNR
specifically impacts measured
cardiac strains along the
circumferential (Ecc), radial (Err),
longitudinal (Ell) and cardiomyocyte
aggregate (i.e. “fiber”) (Eff)
directions.
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The objectives of this work were:
1. To quantify the accuracy and
precision of cardiac strains
computed using the most widely
available, open-source DENSE
Image Analysis Tool5,6.
2. To quantify how image SNR
propagates through the encoding
and processing pipeline to impact
the bias and range of computed
Ecc, Err, Ell and Eff.

OBJECTIVES
1) Evaluate the accuracy and precision
of DENSE processing pipeline.
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For more information regarding an in
vivo implementation of this work to
compute aggregate cardiomyocyte
strain, please see Program #2104.

2) Determine the sampling requirements
for accurate strain measurements.
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METHODS

Methods:
We use an axial-symmetric deforming
heart-like computational phantom
with time-resolved deformation
defined by three analytical functions
for radial, circumferential, and
longitudinal motion.

COMPUTATIONAL DEFORMING PHANTOM
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The parameters a1-5 were identified
by minimizing the following objective
function:
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The target ground-truth peak systolic
strains were calibrated based on
strain reports from in vivo DENSE
studies1.
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METHODS

Methods:

Complex valued noise was added to
the four phase maps for a range of
five different SNRs (SNR = 5 - Inf).
Finally, the resulting noise-injected
complex images were encoded back
into phase along x, y, and z. Each
SNR simulation was repeated five
times for strain analysis.
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where C is the right Cauchy-Green
deformation tensor, and v represents
the direction along which the strain is
computed, i.e., Ecc, Err, Ell, Eff.
The strain bias, was computed at
each Xq as:
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DENSE imaging typically employs a
balanced 4-point encoding scheme.
To properly account for noise, the
phantom displacements were
transformed into the corresponding
balanced 4-point phase maps
according to the encoding matrix
outlined in Zhong et al.1

DENSE IMAGE SIMULATION

X

The phantom deformation field was
subdivided into a grid of
2.5x2.5x8mm voxels at two slice
locations, spaced 8mm from each
other. The corresponding phase was
computed by scaling the bulk
displacement components according
to an encoding strength of 0.08
cycles/mm. The signal magnitude
was computed as the average
magnitude across 12 intravoxel
sampling points, assuming a signal of
0 for air and 1 for myocardium.

Green-Lagrange strain components
were evaluated at 160 locations (Xq)
between two simulated DENSE slices
as:
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RESULTS
Figure 1 - Strain and
displacement bias in the
circumferential, and
longitudinal directions
across a range of SNRs.
(a) Circumferential
displacement (top) and
strain (bottom) bias across
32 equal circumferential
segments. The numbering
of each segment is ordered
in a counter-clockwise
manner beginning at nine
o'clock on the cylindrical
phantom (left diagram). (b)
Longitudinal displacement
(top) and strain (bottom)
bias from epicardium to
endocardium. Squares are
strain bias medians and
shaded regions are the
95%-CI of strain bias (i.e.,
the tolerance). Blue and
red horizontal lines
represent, respectively, 0
median strain bias and
+0.020 to -0.020 strain
tolerance.
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RESULTS

Figure 2 - Strain and
displacement bias in the
radial direction across a
range of SNRs. (c) Radial
displacement (top) and
strain (bottom) bias from
epicardium to
endocardium. Squares are
strain bias medians and
shaded regions are the
95%-CI of strain bias (i.e.,
the tolerance). Blue and
red horizontal lines
represent, respectively, 0
median strain bias and
+0.020 to -0.020 strain
tolerance.
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Figure 3- Transmural ΔErr across
multiple DENSE in-plane resolutions.
(top) Median ΔErr (squares) from epi to
endocardium. Blue and red horizontal
lines represent, respectively, 0 median
strain bias and +0.020 to -0.020 strain
tolerance. (bottom) Corresponding
peak systolic DENSE magnitude and
phase images across multiple in-plane
resolutions.
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Figure - Cardiomyocyte
strain bias vs. wall depth
computed at five
equidistant transmural
points. Squares are strain
bias medians and shaded
regions are the 95%-CI of
strain bias (i.e., the
tolerance). Blue and red
horizontal lines represent 0
median strain bias and
+0.020 to -0.020 strain
tolerance, respectively.
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Figure - Results of
cardiomyocyte cone of
uncertainty analysis. (a)
Schematic of cone of
uncertainty perturbation. (b)
ΔEff as a function of !f.
Squares are strain bias
medians and shaded
regions are the 95%-CI of
strain bias (i.e., the
tolerance). Red horizontal
lines represent +0.020 to 0.020 strain tolerance. Blue
vertical line represents !f
computed from in vivo cDTI
data
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CONCLUSION
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Eff, Ecc, Ell are computed with
near-zero median bias and
within a strain tolerance of 0.04
for SNR > 20

Eff is computed with near-zero
bias at !f = 13o (computed
from in vivo cDTI). The upper
bound of the 95%-CI of ΔEff
(0.028) is slightly outside the
target of +0.02.

Err exhibited pronounced
computed strain bias and a
broad 95%-CI even at SNR =
Inf
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